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About This Video

When sadistic young thugs senselessly attack John Wick (Keanu Reeves) - a brilliantly lethal ex-assassin - they have no idea
they've messed with the wrong guy. With New York City as his bullet-riddled playground, Wick embarks on a merciless

rampage, hunting down his adversaries with the skill and ruthlessness that made him an underworld legend.
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Title: John Wick
Production:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2015
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1920x800(3.9GB)
Aspect Ratio: 2.40:1
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Contains: US - R, RU - 18+, strong and bloody violence throughout, language and brief drug use.
Running Time: 101 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Honestly I don't review many games on Steam, but I think Nepenthe deserves a shout-out. It's truly a unique little RPGMaker
game that, while short, really intrigued me and was well worth the price of $5. The art style and the dialogue is fantastic, and if
you like to explore like I do you'll have a blast finding all the hidden little items and descriptions for things. Also the developer
has a very active Discord server and truly cares about the people who play their game. Overall, if you're on the fence it only
yakes max 2 hours to clear a run of the game and it's only $5, so even if you don't like it you won't lose much anyway.. Good
and realistic dipiction of people, life and Japanese culture.

Warning: Not for weeaboos!. Game is pretty good and addictive. There are lot of bugs though. One of them being the braking
assigned button stops working and suddenly you cant brake anymore. This is actualy quit a chalanging map that has tooken me
forever, allthough if you look up stratagies then it gives you something to start off of or a plan. And i must admit, early access is
pretty awesome. But this isnt a map to be recconed with since they have updated it since probaly any of the videos you have
seen of it. So its impossible to escape in a matter of days. But if you do own prison archetect, this is defintly a thing you must
get. Being stuck on one map sucks but having two the try and escape on while these guys work on making more maps for DLC
is an experience that everyone should have. I garantee you wont get bord when you play this map.

Pro's
- Large map
- A load of people
- A bunch of jobs

Con's
- Missing a few jobs from first level
- might be laggy on a laptop
- slightly hard

Overall review
  9\/10
stars = 4. 1 of the 3 Aim training apps I use. Definitely worth using often.. Why was English deleted? Again idiotic patch from
Square Enix. Bravo!

Game is very good.. The game is a lot of fun,and the dev is very active on the forums.
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It was meh... I actually find it a bit boring.. i have been playing for 3 week and had no problems i loved this game when i was a
kid best grinder mmo but fix up the bugs all and all really good game if you are bored. This is the best game currently on steam (
͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) worth the price ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
. Im here for the PLOT.

But in all seriousness the story is all random♥♥♥♥♥♥with hot girls who are aparrently boys?
F*** if i know.. This game is a blast by one's self or with friends. Seriously, it can be difficult as crap on normal mode, but on
easy it's much better for the newer player, and so far I've been having a great time!
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